
Dear Bob, 5/11/88 
Not long after I return from my daily physical therapy a friend I've been helping 

with soe projects of his own is coming, I don't know for how dong, and not to foret 
something IT begin the letter I'll return to luter. The matter of Oswald's MUS or 
military occupational specialty. I befieve I told you that almost all the Keesler Field 
records relating to him allegedly no longer exist, which means that if true those 
records have to have been destroyed before the time for preservation had expired and 
afte’ Oswald's alleged defection to the USSR. This does not appear to be kosher. So 
did the investigation include Oswald's specialized training and if so, what turned 
upe He was one of five men in his radar outfit who had this specialized training and 
the higher security clear:.nces. Of which no disclosed record holds any mention. 

Resuned 5/19/88. On Donts belief of Hunt imvolvement, which others share, 
I suggest that he think about all of the known evidence, which c.urtainly is not all 

there was, and decide whether they could have had the requ@red knowledge about 

Oswald, would havek had the job done in their own back yard, would have used an 

Oswald in any way, and visualized enough benefit to themselves to run the risks, 

which include being in bail to -ither th assassin(s) of those contracting them. 

On Top Secret Uswuld i:fo in ONI rile, said to be mostly related to surveiilances 

after his return, there sheuld have been additional TS stuff becuuse uHO had that 

Classification and did that kind of work. The investigation that should have been made 

arter his defection Aequired this classification. The file should have included the 

fesults of the investigation obviously necessury and made but not in¥cuded in the Kw 

disclosed records at the tine of his atleged defection. 

"Don knew that Gaudet was CI4 and folldwed Oswald to Mexico." If "followed" 

means shadowed, I don't velieve it is accurate. I ulso do not believe that any Gaudet 

would have been used to shadow Oswald. Politiéal differences too great. I believe that 

Gaudet was contract not staff employee and that he had other connections. 4nd that he 

was a right-wing nut rather than an authentic conservative. JI think he did not go on 

the same day or the same plane because there is no reason to believe that Oswald took 

any plane. Indications are that Gaudet flew to Yucatan. I think the dag after LHU Lert N.v. 

I do not know whether ob not the army had Uswald index cards but I presume it dic 

at least in Texas, where an intelligence first leuked Oswald information. how ver, 

if ONI was shadowing Oswald after his return it would have been aware of his N.O. 

activity and his use of the Hidell n me then. It also would have investigated LHO's 

leafletting of the carrier Wasp. If ONI was watching Oswald it would have watched his 

mail add the receipt Oswald should have signed for the rifle did not Burface in any 4 

investigation. I do not know that the ONI would have passed the information it got on 

to the arny only and there is no indication of this in any disclosed FBI records so 

it was not informed. With regard to Colonel Yones and his outfixt, they could have 

remembered their file of Oswald clibpings. 7 

Re lexico photos, CIA cumeras, Von says what I've always thought, that there 

was no failing and that the pix have content the Cla wants to keep secret. 

The cpnspiracy Dom visualizes, oil people, mafia and part of labor, like Horta, 

is not new with him or contempor:neously with ONI but i think not applicable, in- 

dividually or collectively. I do not believe that the way these things work there 

would have been any cartel and I see no need for any. I do not belivve that any vart 

of this conjectured cartel could have visualized enough selfish ebenfit to run yhe 

hazards inevitable in any such endeavors. The worst the oil people could imagine is 

that their profits might be a little less. Hoffa did not even make any effort to 

revenge himself on the former colleague who pit him away, Purtin. and no -rofessional 

would have had anything to do with an Oswald as executioner because he was not competent. 

If any plot cast Oswald in a vatsy role then the plotters had to know his background 

and comings and goings in szreat detail.



ONT may have known that others entertained these theories but if ONi did, then 
I do not believe it entertained only these theories about conspirators. More likely 
Suspects are the spooks here ani foreigh and elements of the domestic military. And 
whether or not nore likely no serious investigation could have failed to consider the 
possibility of government involvement, Including if not especially the spookeries. 

a question for you to consider, if Don is concerned about violation of his 
secrecy agreement, has he not already violated it in what he's told you? 

4nobher is has he told you anything he could not have picked up from or 
improvised from the published literature? 

I an not saying I do not trust or believe him and I have always believed that 
what he said happened did hap.en even if not even indicated an any disclosed records. 
I am suggesting that credible as what he said is, until he comes up with something: new 
and reasonable and confirmable,be careful. and he appears not to have mentioned what 
any experienced man knew had to exist, any damage—assessment investigation when Oswald 
surfaced in Moscow. This would have to have included any classified information Osiald 
could have passed on und we know that the codes were changed immediately from the 
textimony of the officer under whom Oswald worked. There would also have to have been 
some assessment of Oswald connections and principals. Including ONI itself, not 
only the «GB, 

and I do not recall that anything disclosed indicates that ONI had any interest 
in any info develoved in the post-assassination investigations. There could have been 
legitimate explanations for this apparent disinterest but I thinkx it is atypical. 
There also should have been spook interest in the Oswald letters to the Navy fromlloscow. 
and at the least ONI should have been interested in anything that was published in hé 
then or at the time oi the crime. Both. 

I do look forward to anything else you leanr. Thanks and best, 

j 
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